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The appeals court on Monday said it would stay that appeal and return the case to a Baltimore court to re-open the post-conviction proceedings, which McClain said in an affidavit the prosecutor discouraged her from attending.
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Modi's government has been scrambling to contain the fallout since foreign funds started publicising their fight against MAT in mid-April, but it could have headed off the row if it had acted on the cautionary letters from its tax officials.
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A four-digit code can be cracked with just 10,000 guesses on average, according to Matt Blaze, one of the nation's top encryption experts. That can take a computer a matter of seconds to achieve, giving police access despite the encryption.
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Perhaps instead of large M&A deals, this time the commodity cycle will deliver more spin-off-type deals, such as BHP Billiton's de-merger of its aluminium and energy coal assets into South 32, which started trading on Monday.
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Game 2 was a more wide-open game from the jump. And so much sloppier than what we are used to because of all the penalties. And when Johnson scored again in the second period, the Rangers were down two goals for only the second time in this amazing playoff run of theirs, when it has become as cool to root for them and watch them as it has ever been, and that includes 1994.
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"We have the G20 discussing the risks to financial markets from climate policy and a real understanding of how climate change is hitting countries and cities. And in the end it’s the politics of the real economy that’s going to drive action.
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The national disaster unit said in a statement that 52 people were killed and 37 others had been treated for injuries. Rescue teams, including search dogs, continue working in the area looking for an unknown number of missing people.
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Nneka Jones Tapia will become executive director of the jail on May 26, county officials said. Tapia, who has been with the sheriff's office since 2013 and oversees mental health strategy, replaces Cara Smith, who will become chief strategy officer for Cook County
Sheriff Tom Dart.
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Latin and Greek will be de-emphasized — currently 20 percent of middle schoolers learn those ancient language — but still optional. German and English will still be the first foreign languages taught — the government went out of its way to reassure worried German officials.